EXPRESSION OF INTEREST

BUNDIAN WAY ARTS EXCHANGE FIELD PROGRAM

The ANU School of Art & Design seeks expressions of interest from ACT residents to participate in the Bundian Way Arts Exchange Field Program.

The aim of the program is to have firsthand field experience on Country to expand participant’s knowledge of cultural practices. Participants may include professional artists, professional dancers, local historians, art educators, anthropologists and cultural workers of the ACT.

The Bundian Way Arts Exchange (BWAE) is supported by Arts ACT and expands on the success of our Balawan elective. **The Bundian Way Arts Exchange builds on existing shared values by way of active reconciliation: learning from local Indigenous people and increasing awareness and understanding of the complexities of culture and reconciliation.** The BWAE welcomes participation from the ACT community, so please share with your networks.

The Bundian Way Arts Exchange Field Program has the capacity for 18 participants in 2019. This Expression of Interest process seeks to gather a diverse cross section of participants from the ACT community who might best be able to share the outcomes of their projects broadly throughout the ACT.

The BWAE Field Program will run again in 2020. Should we receive more than 18 applications please indicate if you would like us to contact you for potential involvement in the 2020 program.

Go to [http://soad.cass.anu.edu.au/bundian-way-arts-exchange](http://soad.cass.anu.edu.au/bundian-way-arts-exchange) for more information